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On December 24th Nova Scotia RCMP announced a new Commanding Officer.  The current 
Officer in Charge for the last 2.5 years of Halifax District RCMP  Chief Supt. Lee Bergerman 
has been promoted to the rank Assistant Commissioner and will be the Commanding 
Officer of  the entire province of the  Nova Scotia RCMP. “I am honoured and excited 
about taking on this new and exciting role with the RCMP in Nova Scotia,” I have had the 
opportunity to work with dedicated employees within Halifax district and now I will be able 
to get to know and work with the entire Division, along with many provincial and policing 
partners.” All of Halifax District will miss their Chief but wish her continued success in her 
new role. 

Sgt.  Craig Smith of Halifax District made a historic trip to Louisville Kentucky to share African Nova Scotian history. Sgt. Smith marched  in their  Veterans Day 
parade, went to a middle school and presented African NS history as well as RCMP history and was appointed an honorary Kentucky Colonial by the Governor 
of the State of Kentucky.  Did you know to wear the Red Serge outside of Canada requires special permission? Officers  Halifax District and all  NS are being 
trained and can now do roadside drug testing with the new a mobile drug screening system called a dragger 5000 .  The equipment tests oral fluid , and can 
test for the presence of  drugs in the drivers body. This new device will test positive or negative  for 7 types of drugs including cannabis and cocaine. Refusal to 
take a roadside test for Drugs or Alcohol can now mean a charge of refusal and can mean an immediate suspension of your drivers license. 
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